ability noun
1 You have the ability to do very well at school.
   • capability
   • intelligence
2 He's a young footballer with a lot of ability.
   • talent
   • skill
   • flair

about adverb
There are about thirty children in our class.
   • roughly
   • approximately

accept verb
The children stepped forward to accept their prizes.
   • to take
   • to receive
   OPPOSITE reject

accident noun
1 There was an accident on the main road.
   • a crash
   • a smash
   • a collision
   • a pile-up
   • a bump
   A pile-up is a bad accident with a lot of cars:
   There was a huge pile-up on the motorway.
2 I'm sorry, it was an accident.
   • a mistake

accurately adverb
I accidentally knocked the lamp over.
   • unintentionally
   • inadvertently
   OPPOSITE deliberately

accurate adjective
She gave the police an accurate description of the thief.
   • exact
   • precise
   • correct
   OPPOSITE inaccurate

achieve verb
You have achieved a lot this term.
   • to do
   • to accomplish

achievement noun
Winning a gold medal is a great achievement.
   • an accomplishment
   • a feat
   • a success

act verb
1 We must act quickly to save these animals.
   • to do something
   • to take action
2 I would love to act on the stage.
   • to perform
   • to appear